INTRODUCTION

Various strains of rats with genetic hypertension such as spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR, 1963)\(^1\), genetically hypertensive rats of New Zealand strain (1958)\(^2\) and Milan strain (1974)\(^3\) are now available, and main materials for hypertension research have changed from artificially induced experimental hypertensive animals\(^4-8\) to these genetically hypertensive model animals. Especially SHR which develop not only hypertension but also hypertensive complications in the brain, heart and kidney, are regarded as being superior to other models with genetic hypertension which rarely develop cardiovascular diseases. Furthermore, stroke-prone SHR (SHRSP, 1974)\(^9,10\) were established from SHR and they nowadays develop stroke more than 90%. On the other hand, in search model for the better model for atherogenesis in rats, SHR which showed greater reactive hypercholesterolemia had been selected and finally arteriolipidosis-prone rats (ALR, 1976)\(^11\) were obtained. They not only develop reactive hypercholesterolemia over 500 and 800mg/dl in males and females, respectively, but also arterial fat deposits in small arteries such as mesenteric, cerebral, renal and coronary arteries within a few weeks when fed a hypercholesterolemic diet. Using these SHR, SHRSP and ALR as models for cardiovascular diseases, the pathogenesis and prevention of hypertension, stroke and atherosclerosis can be studied now extensively by various experimental approaches.

PATHOGENESIS of GENETIC HYPERTENSION

a. Gene-Environment Interaction

Genetic factors are important in hypertension as proved by the successful development of hypertensive strains by a selective breeding. This hypertension is genetically determined about 80% by the additive mode of inheritance of at least 3 major genes, among which one is the most potent for causing hypertension\(^12,13\). On the other hand, environmental factors such as stress\(^14\) and excess dietary salt intake\(^15\) augment hypertension and aggravate hypertensive diseases. Thus, hypertensive diseases are caused by a close gene-environment interaction.

b. Mechanisms of Spontaneous Hypertension

Miscellaneous experiments in SHR have indicated that neurogenic mechanisms are very active in the initial stage of hypertension\(^17-21\) but become not so marked when hypertension is established. The imbalance of the central regulation of blood pressure between pressor and depressor mechanisms is presumed to be involved in the development of spontaneous hypertension as indicated by abnormalities of enzymes related to the metabolism of neurotransmitters in the brain\(^22-26\).

At the initial stage when neurogenic components are predominant, vascular alteration such as constriction and dilatation is functional and reversible, but becomes organic and irreversible when
hypertension persists for several months\textsuperscript{27}. Amino acid incorporation into collagenous and noncollagenous proteins in aorta and mesenteric arteries is increased already one month after the development of hypertension (adaptive metabolic change)\textsuperscript{20,28}. Although the acceleration of vascular collagen synthesis is secondary to hypertension, that of noncollagenous protein synthesis is not only secondary to hypertension but also directly influenced by the increased sympathetic tone in the pre-or early hypertensive stage (neurovascular linkage)\textsuperscript{19,29}. Thus hypertension, directly through neurogenic tone or indirectly through pressure load, induces the acceleration of collagen and noncollagenous protein synthesis which results in arteriosclerosis and adaptive structural changes, increasing the peripheral vascular resistance and finally fixing the hypertension itself.

**PATHOGENESIS OF STROKE**

a. **Risk Factors of Stroke**

Analyses on the relation between blood pressure and stroke in more than 2000 SHRSP have revealed that severe hypertension over 200mmHg, especially that develops quickly in younger age, is one of the major risk factors of stroke\textsuperscript{10}. SHRSP have been further separated into 2 sub-strains; SP-1 develop severe hypertension in younger age and die of stroke (hemorrhage: infarction=1:1) before 300 days, while SP-2 develop severe hypertension gradually and mostly die of cerebral thrombosis over the age of 300 days (spontaneous thrombogenic rats, STR, 1978)\textsuperscript{30}. The impairment of fibrinolytic systems in SHRSP and these new models was confirmed to be one of the causes of cerebral thrombosis\textsuperscript{31}.

b. **Mechanisms of Stroke**

The common angioarchitectural characteristics in the predilection sites of stroke in SHRSP as well as in man was proved to be recurrent branchings\textsuperscript{32}. When hypertension surpasses 200mmHg, regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) to the brain area fed by recurrent arteries branching off from the main arterial stream decreases down to 50% of the control values\textsuperscript{33}. Such a chronic reduction of rCBF increases vascular permeability due to hypoxia and induces arterioneerosis by the insudation of plasma. When the necrotic arterial walls or microaneurysms formed there rupture, hemorrhage occurs. On the other hand, multiple thrombosis at arterioneortic walls, microaneurysms or narrowed arteries, is the cause of cerebral infarction. Thus, these cerebrovascular lesions in SHRSP are defined as arterioneo-thrombogenic stroke\textsuperscript{34}.

c. **Possible Involvement of Central Amines**

Fluorescence microscopic studies showed that catecholamine fluorescence was depleted in the predilection sites of cerebrovascular diseases in the brain of SHRSP at the advanced stage\textsuperscript{35}. Also experimental CBF reduction by bilateral carotid artery ligation in young SHRSP depleted central catecholamine which sometimes appeared accumulating at small intracerebral vessels, suggesting that released catecholamine from central aminergic neurones under hypoxia might further accelerate vasoconstriction to reduce rCBF or increase vascular permeability.

d. **Renal Factors**

Renin-angiotensin system is activated in SHRSP at the age of about 5 months and thereafter when hypertensive vascular lesions are observed in the kidney and other organs\textsuperscript{36}. This activation may be secondary to renal vascular lesions but the possibility can not be eliminated that increased plasma renin further accelerates cerebrovascular lesion.

Our recent studies indicated that water balance was deviated in SHRSP with the impairment of renal sodium excretion, although both SHRSP and SHRSR showed salt-preference in comparison with Wistar-Kyoto rats when they were given 2% salt water and tap water simultaneously\textsuperscript{37}.

This impairment was detected in SHRSP only in the prehypertensive stage but no longer observed when hypertension developed, because hypertension itself might accelerate sodium excretion.

"PREVENTIVE PATHOLOGY" of HYPERTENSIVE DISEASES —Dietary Prevention of Stroke—

One of the contributions of SHR and SHRSP is the promotion of experimental studies not only on the pathogenesis but also the prevention of hypertension and stroke. Although genetic factors are important in hypertensive diseases as shown by the establishment of SHRSP, environmental factors have been proven to affect the development of hypertensive diseases. The following findings indicate that hypertensive diseases can be prevented by modifying environmental factors.

a. Fat Intake
In SHRSP fed a high-fat-cholesterol (HFC) diet, the incidence of arterionecrothrombogenic stroke was decreased. This reduction of stroke incidence in these SHRSP was ascribed to the attenuation of severe hypertension, the mechanism of which might be due to the reduction of vascular reactivity to pressor substances in SHRSP fed an HFC diet. These experimental data are consistent with epidemiological findings that the incidence of stroke due to arterionecrosis (not atherosclerosis) is high in Japan where hypertension is not always accompanied with hypercholesterolemia, while myocardial infarction is more preponderant than stroke in western countries where marked hypercholesterolemia is very common in the population.

b. Salt Intake
Effect of excess salt intake on stroke incidence was greater in SHR substrains with higher spontaneous incidence of stroke, suggesting that stroke-proneness might be closely related to salt metabolism. In fact, the impairment of salt metabolism was noted in SHRSP in the prehypertensive stage. Therefore, the early detection of this genetic disposition and the restriction of salt intake in SHRSP as well as in the humans predisposed to stroke are important in the prevention of stroke.

c. Protein Intake
SHRSP fed a normal (24%) or low (10%) protein diet with 1% salt water for drink developed severe hypertension within a short period and died of stroke in 100%. In contrast, SHRSP fed high (50% fish or soybean) protein diets developed hypertension slowly and no stroke was observed. Even in SHRSP fed the high protein diet with 1% salt water for drink, the development of severe hypertension somewhat delayed and stroke incidence was markedly decreased. These findings indicate that high protein diet prevents the development of severe hypertension and stroke and also attenuates the adverse effect of salt. Although the excess intake of animal proteins attenuated the development of hypertension, plant protein (soybean), without such an effect on blood pressure, still showed a definite preventive effect on stroke. The enough intake of protein from younger age improved the physical characteristics of the arterial walls in SHRSP, which were noted to be more brittle than those in SHRSR or Wistar-Kyoto. Therefore, the mechanisms for preventing stroke by high protein diet intake may be either the attenuation of severe hypertension or the improvement of the physical characteristics of arterial walls, or both.

CONCLUSION
The establishment of animal models for adult cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension, stroke and arterio- or atherosclerosis has enabled us to study experimentally not only on the pathogenesis but also on the prevention of these diseases. Classical pathology is "etiological pathology" for mainly studying the pathogenesis.

of diseases, but the establishment of these models contributes to the development of "preventive pathology" which is oriented toward the studies on the methods and mechanisms for preventing diseases.

To realize the prevention of diseases it is indispensable to promote studies on the early detection of the genetic disposition of diseases. In the case of hypertensive diseases, the predisposition may be detectable by checking the tendency to myocardial hypertrophy (unproportional to the blood pressure level\(^4\)), sodium preference, insufficient renal sodium excretion and cardiovascular hyperresponsiveness to stress in the prehypertensive stage. Accumulating experimental findings indicate that hypertensive diseases are predictable and preventable. Diagnosis and therapy of diseases are the medicine for the sick, that is, the medicine of the past and the present. Prescience and prevention of diseases are the medicine for the healthy, that is, the medicine of the future. The establishment of "preventive pathology" in animal models will hopefully contribute to the development of such "preventive internal medicine" for humans from the present diagnostic and therapeutic medicine.
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